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The Selection Problem

Given a large sequence of elements from a linear order, find its
median element (the element that is bigger than and smaller
than half the elements) – also mode, min, max, ...

Classical, well-studied problem. BFPRT algorithm gives an
O(n) algorithm.

Median can be found using < 3n comparisons using O(1)
extra storage, there is also a lower bound of (2 + ε)n

All these algorithms work by moving elements around or using
linear extra space.

Motivation against moving elements: Another subroutine may
require the given permutation; we could copy elements and
move them using linear space, but we want to do with much
less space.
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Selection in Read-only memory

It is easy to get an O(n2) algorithm using O(1) space in
read-only memory.
Can we do better using O(1) space? using O(lg n) space?
Can we get O(n) time using O(lgc n) space?

Some algorithms we will see
Time Space Remarks
O(n1+ε) O(1) TCS 1996
O(n lg2 n) O(lg n) NJC 1998

O(n lg1+ε n) O(1) integer input (ISAAC 2013)
O(n lg n) O(lg n) integer input (ISAAC 2013)

O(n) O(lg n) Restore Model, integer input (SODA 2014)

Only lower bound known Ω(n lg lgs n) using O(s) space for
randomized algorithms in comparison model (Chan 2010).
Matching upper bound known for randomized algorithms
(Floyd-Rivest based)
Open: Improving bounds or proving lower bounds for
deterministic algorithms.
Space — number of words/variables used.
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Selection from Read-Only Memory
(Munro-Paterson 1980, Frederickson 1987, Munro-R 1996,

R-Ramnath 1999, Chan 2010, Elmassry et al 2013)



Standard selection algorithms (say BFPRT) work as follows:

Find an approximate median x

Compare x with all elements and count the frequency of those
less and more than x .

Depending on k (the rank to be found) and the two
frequencies, recurse on one of the sets.

Problem in implementing this in ROM – can’t move ‘interesting’
elements to one portion to recurse.
solution idea 1: have a ‘marking bit vector’, but takes O(n) bits.
solution idea 2 (Munro-Paterson): Have a pair of elements, called
filters. Interesting elements are between this pair. Update the pair
to capture eliminated elements.
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Towards an O(n1+ε) time algorithm in Read-Only Memory

O(n2) time, O(1) space is easy

O(n
√

n) time, O(1) space
1 Find a block that contains 2

√
n interesting elements. Find the

median x of the block in O(n) time.
2 Compare all elements with x , based on the frequencies,

identify the portion to recurse, and hence update the filters.

About
√

n elements are eliminated in each phase in O(n) time,
so O(n

√
n) time.

Issue to deal with: Step 1? interesting elements are not
together.
But there is a block of size n/

√
r containing

√
r interesting

elements, where r is the number of interesting elements. Find
that, and find the median of the interesting elements there.
About

√
n elements are eliminated each time in O(n) time, so

overall O(n
√

n) time.
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Generalizations

By recursing in Step 1, we can get an algorithm with O(n1+ε)

time and O(1/ε) space for ε ≤
√

lg n/ lg lg n. (Munro-R. TCS
1996)

In linear time, eliminate roughly n1−ε elements.

Later, we could get an O(n lg2 n) algorithm using O(lg n)
space. (R.-Ramnath NJC 1999)

In O(n lg n) time, eliminate a fraction of elements.

For larger s in Ω(lg2 n),O(n lg∗ n/s + n lgs n) bound known
(Frederickson 1987, Elmassry et al 2013 ).

Open Problem: Deterministic Lower bounds? Better
algorithms? Are the bounds (for example, for constant space,
O(log n) space) optimal?
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Selection from Read-Only Memory when input is a sequence
of integers from a bounded range U

(Chan, Munro, R, ISAAC 2013)



Some simple algorithms

Assume the range U is such that lg U is less than the machine
word size w .

Assume a ‘standard word RAM’ model where standard
operations on w bit (or lg n bit or lg U bit) words can be done
in constant time.

O(n lg U) time using O(1) space is easy

For each bit of the input, count the number of 1’s and 0’s and
determine that bit of the answer.

Can be generalized to O(n lgs U) time using O(s) space for
any s ≤ n.

Look at lg s bits at a time, count the number of input
elements in each of the s possible values and decide the lg s
bits of the answer.
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Another approach

Find (how?) a longest prefix p of the input such that the
number of input integers whose binary representation starts
with p is at least n/2.

Find it using a binary search on the length (lg U), finding
whether the input at that length has a majority element.
O(n lg lg U) time.

Find an approximate median x from elements with prefix p0,
p1 – an element whose rank is in the range [n/4, 3n/4].

Recurse by comparing all elements with x .

Total time O(n lg n lg lg U) using O(1) space.

Can be generalized to O(n lg n lgs lg U) time using O(s) space
for any s ≤ lg U

the idea is to extend the binary search to s-ary search; uses
some ‘bit hacking’ trick to compute majority for s length
values simultaneously in two passes.

space used is O(s) words, more precisely O(s lg n + lg U) bits.
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A combined algorithm

To summarize, we have two algorithms

O(n lgs U) time using O(s) words or O(s lg n) bits

O(n lg n lgs lg U) time using O(s) words or O(s lg n + lg U)
bits.

Setting s = lg U/ lg n,

the first algorithm takes O(n lg U/ lg(lg U/ lg n)) time using
O(1) words;

the second algorithm takes O(n lg n lg lg U/ lg(lg U/ lg n))
time using O(1) words.

When lg U ≤ lg1+ε n, the first algorithm takes O(n lg1+ε n) time.
When lg U > lg1+ε n, lg lg n < 1/(1 + ε)(lg lg U) and
lg s = lg lg U − lg lg n > ε/(1 + ε)(lg lg U) and so the second
algorithm takes O(n lg n) time.
Thus an O(n lg1+ε n) time algorithm using O(1) words (regardless
of U) or an O(n lg n) algorithm using O(lg n) words (set S = lg U).
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Selection in Restore Model
(Chan, Munro, R. SODA 2014)



The Model and a simple algorithm

Allowed to move elements, but at the end, the initial
permutation has to be restored.

More natural, relaxed than read-only memory model.

A simple O(n lg U) algorithm using O(lg U) words of space
(Quicksort type – will be improved later).

Partition elements around U/2. Move all elements with first
bit 0 before those with first bit 1. Don’t move the first bit
Recurse (ignoring the first bit) on the appropriate portion.
Restore using the first bits. I.e. reverse the quicksort
partitioning.

Depth of the recursion can be lg U, and so O(n lg U) time
using lg U words (of lg n bits each).

Can even sort in the same time.

Expected time is O(n) and space (depth) is O(lg n).
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Towards an O(n) worst case time

Do as before, partitioning across U/2, as long as the two
parts are of size < (1− δ)n for some δ > 0.

Otherwise (if the two parts are skewed), then there are
substantially more 0s than 1s (or vice versa). I.e. more than
(1− δ)n 0’s and at most δn 1’s. In this case

extract the first bit of all elements ‘stably’ into the first part
of the array

compress the bits (huffman coding) to release Θ(n) bits of
space (for example, 00 is compressed to 0 and 01, 10 and 11
are expanded by a bit added at the end).

Use the O(n) bits, O(n) selection algorithm of read-only
memory to complete the selection using the extra space.

de-compress the first bits, and re-store them back to the
actual elements

O(n) worst case, using O(lg n) space (for the recursion depth).
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Summary/Conclusions

Some algorithms we saw
Time Space Remarks
O(n1+ε) O(1) TCS 1996
O(n lg2 n) O(lg n) NJC 1998

O(n lg1+ε n) O(1) integer input (ISAAC 2013)
O(n lg n) O(lg n) integer input (ISAAC 2013)

O(n) O(lg n) Restore Model, integer input (SODA 2014)

Open: Improving bounds or proving lower bounds for
deterministic algorithms.
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Some recent encounters on Selection

What if elements are not from a linear order? You derive
relationship by =, 6= comparisons. How fast can we find a
mode?

Our result (joint with V. Jayapaul and I. Munro): O(n2/m)
comparisons are sufficient and Ω(n2/m) comparisons are
necessary; here m is the frequency of the mode.
Can also talk about sorting – cataloguing all frequencies, we
have some interesting bounds.

What if the outcome of the comparison can not be trusted
when the elements are too close to each other (say when they
are < δ?). How fast can we find the max? (Ajtai et al,
‘sorting and selection with imprecise bounds’, arXiv 2015)

Max can not be deterministically found, but we can find an
element which is at most δ away from the max.
Problem boils down to finding a ‘king’ vertex, a vertex from
whom we can reach every vertex in a tournament graph by a
path of length two. There is an O(n3/2) upper bound and
Ω(n4/3) lower bound. Closing the gap is an interesting open
problem.
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